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Tues 9 April - about 8pm
[BZB] spoke to Bee, Jen+ Ali
at the studio.

Said she had found some disturbing
things on Grant's computer. She had
been worried for some time that
he might be having an affair
because of how secretive/possessive
he was of his computer. It
started up by itself and she
looked at it and saw an instant
message stream with a mother
and her child. It was a bit
difficult to tell what was actually
going on in the conversation
because it was with the two of them

Bee, Ali and [BZB] left the studio
about 8.30 for Bee's house and
called her parents to come over [illegible]
and look at what [BZB] had printed out
and try to decipher what was going on.
[BZB] and Ali went to went to [BZB]'s house
about 9.00 to collect his computer.
In and out in about 10 mins. Put
computer in boot of Ali's car.
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Robert and Susan arrived at Bee's
they

house and

spoke about th ings. Called John
to appra ise him of the situation.
Called John again to see if he
would join Robert in speaking to
Grant.
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about lOpm John and Robert
met with Grant at the stud io
(classes had finished and it was
empty) . John supported Robert
in confronting Grant about the
inappropriate material that had
been

discovered and

seeking any kind of explanation .
Grant was angry and anxious
and defensive, denying that he
had done anything wrong and
accusing us of try to trap him
into making admissions. He kept
demanding to speak to [BZB], to
Rebecca, asking where his computer
was and demanding it be returned .
He kept insisting that if he kept
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teaching and could speak

to~

we could work it all out, but Robert
and John insisted that he cease
teaching any any involvement with
the studio immed iately, that he
stay somewhere else that night so
[BZB] and (CAH] could go home and that
he accept his computer would not
be returned. Finally after about
two hours he agreed . Grant pleaded
to be allowed to briefly return
home to collect a change of clothes
and the things he would need to be
away from home. Robert called to
check [BZB] wasn't at home and
agreed.

[BZB] stayed with Bee+ Ali
overnight. [CAH] stayed with Jen
and John. Grant stayed at a
[illegible]
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Next morning [BZB], Jen, Bee Ali
Robert and Susan met at the
school cross country about 9.30

Gathered at Jen+ John's place about
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10.30 to decide what to do next-who
they needed to call - how it
should be reported and how to
best protect the kids. They called
John to seek his opinion as well.

About 11.30 began calling DOCS.
They were redirected and put on hold
a number of times over about two
hours before being instructed to
see Burwood Police,

About 1.30 Bee, [BZB] and Ali went
to Burwood Police and were taken
to see Detective Power. They handed
over the computer. After a time
Bee+ Ali went to the studio
while [BZB] was being interviewed.
About 5.30 [BZB] called Ali to pick
her up.

Grant had nothing to do with RG DANC
from this point on. He was not
told we had been to see the
police and over the following
weeks he made repeated requests
to patch things up, to return
to teaching, to have his computer
returned etc.

*

Grant arrested on the night of
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Friday 17th May.

